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Abstract 
Banaschewski, B. and S.B. Niefield, Projective and supercoherent frames, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 45-51. 
The principal aim of this note is to present a succinct lattice theoretic proof of 
the fact that a complete lattice is a regular-projective frame iff it is stably supercon- 
tinuous. In addition, motivated by this proof, we examine the functorial properties 
of the down-set lattice. This leads to some new results analogous to those concerning 
ideal lattices given in [I]. Finally, we show there are no non-trivial (ordinary) projec- 
tive frames. 
For general information on frames we refer to [_5]. 
On any complete lattice L, we have the relation a (‘totally below’; [6]: ‘completely 
below’) such that aa b iff, for any S c L, 6~ VS implies as t for some t E S. An 
element CE L is then called supercompact if ccl c, and L supercoherent if each 
element of L is a join of supercompact ones and supercompactness is preserved by 
finitary meets. The latter, of course, means that c/\d is supercompact whenever c 
and d are and the unit (= top) eE L is supercompact. Further, L is called stably 
supercontinuous if a = Vx (x a a) for each a EL and a is stable under finitary meet 
in LX L. Here, the second part of the condition means aa b and sac implies 
a a b A c, and e is supercompact. Note that supercoherence implies stable supercon- 
tinuity: in a supercoherent L, aa b obviously holds iff arcs b for some supercom- 
pact c. Without the second part of these two conditions we would call L 
superalgebraic or, respectively, supercontinuous ([6]: ‘completely continuous’). 
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On the other hand, recall that a frame (also: locale) is a complete lattice in which 
x~ VS= V(xr\t) (t E S) for any XE L and S 2 L, and a frame homomorphism 
h : L + A4 between frames is a map preserving finitary meets and arbitrary joins. The 
resulting category is called Frm. Note that in this category, the regular epimor- 
phisms are exactly the surjective homomorphisms. The L E Frm projectives relative 
to these will be called projective whereas the projectives relative to mere epimor- 
phisms are referred to as ordinary projectives. 
It is easy to see that the stably supercontinuous complete lattices are frames, and 
Banaschewski [4] shows they are exactly the projective frames, using the result 
established there that, up to isomorphism, they are just the topologies of injective 
To-spaces. The proof of the latter employs the characterization, topological in 
nature, of those spaces given in [2] and the fact that the projective frames are the 
same as the retracts of free frames. This seems rather a circuitous route, and our 
present purpose is to offer an alternative proof, somewhat along lines hinted at in 
[6], but different in technical detail because the suggestion in [6] does not quite work 
as stated. 
Remark. Note that all the notions mentioned above which involve the prefix ‘super’ 
(which comes from the topological use of ‘supercompact’) have as their unprefixed 
counterpart familiar notions which are defined analogously but with directed in 
place of arbitrary joins. This obviously suggests there should be results concerning 
the present notions which mirror known facts about the others, and we shall show 
this is indeed the case. 
Our main tool is the down-set lattice 2IlP of a partially ordered set P, that is, the 
lattice of all Xc P such that a E X implies b E X for all b 5 a. %P is closed under ar- 
bitrary unions and intersections, hence a topology and therefore a frame. Moreover, 
the supercompact elements of 29P are exactly the principal down-sets la = 
{XE P 1 xs a}, and every XE 3JP is clearly a union of such. Moreover, 29P is super- 
coherent iff P itself and each (1 a) fl (Lb) are principal, and this holds iff P has a 
unit and any pair (a, b) in P has a meet. Thus, we are lead to meet-semilattices (with 
unit). Let M be the category of all these, with meet-semilattice homomorphisms as 
its maps. Then, obviously, Frm is a (non-full) subcategory of M, and the cor- 
respondence A - DA defines a functor D : M + Frm such that, for any f : A + B 
in M, 9f : DA -+ DB takes each XE DA to U If(a) (a E X), that is, the down-set 
in B generated by f [Xl. 
Concerning this functor, we have the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 1. D is left adjoint to the inclusion functor Frm + M. 0 
This is contained in the proof of [5, II, Theorem 1.21 where it is shown that 
1 : A -+ XL4 is universal among the semilattice homomorphisms from A into frames. 
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Remark 2. It follows from the above that the two adjunctions in this situation are 
given by 1 : A --f 29A and the map V : DL + L that takes each XE DL to its join 
vx. 
Remark 3. The functor SE : M--t Frm actually induces an equivalence between M 
and the category SCohFrm of all supercoherent frames and those homomorphisms 
between them which preserve supercompact elements. It is clear that D actually goes 
into that category, and to get back consider the functor S : SCohFrm --f M for which 
SL is the meet-semilattice of supercompact elements of L. One then readily checks 
that 1 : A -+ S(D4) and V : D(SL) + L are natural isomorphisms. 
Lemma 4. Each DA, A EM, is projective in Frm. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
where h =f,gl , f, the right adjoint off, given by 
f*(z) = vx (f(x) 5 47 
and k is the unique frame homomorphism such that kl = h, resulting from Lemma 
1 and the fact that h is a meet-semilattice homomorphism because f, is. Now, 
ff* = id, whenever f is surjective, and then 
fkl =fh =ff&l =gl, 
which shows g = fk. Hence DA is projective. 0 
Now we can prove the following: 
Proposition 5. The projectives in Frm are exactly the stably supercontinuous 
lattices. 
Proof. (-) Given the projectivity of L, let f : L --) DL be a right inverse to 
V : DL + L. Then, for any x E f (a), a 5 VS implies 
f(a) cf(VW = VfW @ES), 
hence x E f (t) for some t E S, and thus XI vf (t) = t, showing that xa a. Conversely, 
given xaa, a= Vf(a) implies x~f(a) since the latter is a down-set. Hence f(a) = 
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{XE L 1 xaa}, and a = Vf(a) then shows L is supercontinuous; moreover, it is ac- 
tually stably so since f is a frame homomorphism. 
(-) Let k : L + XIL be such that k(a) = {XE L 1 xa a}. By the properties of L, this 
is a frame homomorphism, right inverse to V : DL ---t L so that L is a retract of 5DL. 
By Lemma 4 this makes L projective since retracts of projectives are projective. q 
The above also shows that a frame L is stably supercontinuous iff it is a retract 
of DL. Hence we further have the following analogue of a familiar result concerning 
stably continuous frames [5, p. 313; 31: 
Corollary 6. The stably supercontinuous frames are exactly the retracts of super- 
coherent frames. 0 
Remark 7. There is a natural counterpart of Proposition 5 concerning stably con- 
tinuous frames: they are the projectives relative to those surjective frame homomor- 
phisms whose right adjoint preserves finitary joins. The proof of this is precisely the 
same as in the present case, with the category D of bounded distributive lattices in 
place of M and the ideal lattice functor 3: D --tFrm in place of 29. Crucial in this 
is the fact that the join map V : SL + L is a frame homomorphism of the type in 
question: it trivially is surjective, and its right adjoint 1 : L + L is indeed a lattice 
homomorphism. 
Remark 8. Proposition 5 shows that each frame L has a projective frame func- 
torially attached to it, namely DL with the natural map V : DL + L. One might ask 
whether this provides projective covers, which would mean that no proper subframe 
of DL is mapped onto L by V. However, this is not the case. Consider, for instance, 
any totally ordered L. Then the XEDL other than (0) form a proper subframe 
mapped onto L by V since OEDL and VO=O. 
Remark 9. The proof of Proposition 5 also shows that a frame L is projective iff 
the homomorphism V : DL -+ L has a right inverse. This is the correct version of 
a remark in [6] which refers to the powerset lattice of L instead of ‘DL. In general, 
as is implicit in an observation in [4], the powerset lattice of a set E is a projective 
frame iff E is a singleton. 
Restricting the down-set lattice functor to Frm L M, one expects to find properties 
analogous to those of the ideal lattice functor described in [3]. We have already in- 
troduced the category SCohFrm of supercoherent frames and their particular 
homomorphisms; the other subcategory of Frm involved here is the category 
StSCont of stably supercontinuous frames and those frame homomorphisms that 
preserve the relation a (which one might, but perhaps should not, call super- 
proper). We note that, for supercoherent L and M, h : L +A4 preserves Q iff it 
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preserves supercompact elements since, in this case, a a b iff a< cs b for some 
supercompact c. 
Now we have the following: 
Proposition 10. SCohFrm and StSCont are both coreflective in Frm, with coreflec- 
tion functor 29 and coreflection map v : DL --f L. 
Proof. Since all SDL are supercoherent and StSCont contains SCohFrm, it is suffi- 
cient to show that any frame homomorphism h : M-t L with stably supercontinuous 
M uniquely factors through V : DL * L by a a -preserving frame homomorphism. 
For this, consider the diagram 
VL 
TIL l L 
where k is given by k(a) = (x~A4 1 xa a}. As noted earlier, k is a frame homo- 
morphism, and hence we have the frame homomorphism h= (Dh)k : M+ DL such 
that VL h= h since ViLl k = idlzl. Moreover, a a b in A4 implies la c k(b), hence 
h(a) c 1 h(a) c h(b), and therefore fi(a)afi(b). To see uniqueness, take any 
f :M-tQJL, of the type in question, such that vf= h. Then xaa in M implies 
f(x)af(a) in DL, and hencef(x)c lccf(a) for some CEL. It follows that h(x)sc 
by taking joins, and this shows K(a) C f(a). On the other hand, for any t~f(a), 
Izaf(a) and hence lz of for some xaa since M is supercontinuous. But then 
ZI h(x), hence z E h(a), proving that also f(a) c h(a). In all, we therefore have that 
f=h. 0 
Remark. Just as in the analogous situation of coherent and stably continuous 
frames, Proposition 10 leads to a corresponding result for topological spaces. We 
only give a brief outline. The subcategories of the category Top of all topological 
spaces and continuous maps corresponding to supercoherent (or: stably supercon- 
tinuous) frames by the spectrum functor 2 : Frm --t Top are exactly the sober spaces 
X for which the frame 9X of open subsets of X is supercoherent and the relevant 
continuous maps f :X-+ Y between these spaces are exactly those for which 
Elf: DY-+DX, taking U to f-‘(U), preserve supercompactness (or: the relation 
a). Note that Factually induces a duality; moreover, it already does so without any 
choice principle involved, as opposed to the case, say, of coherent frames where the 
duality in question is equivalent to the Boolean Ultrafilter Theorem. Now, each 
XE Top has a reflection into either one of these subcategories, given by the functor 
_Z’DE? and the reflection maps X -E9DX which takes XEX to the completely 
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prime filter of all downsets X c DXsuch that x E UX. Moreover, the functor ZD can 
be simplified as follows: already on M, based on the natural isomorphism M(A, 2) = 
Frm(DA, 2), we have a natural equivalence 2% G @ where @ : M + Top is the filter 
space functor, that is, for each meet-semilattice A, @A is the space of all filters 
F c A with basic open sets 
Qa = {FE @A ( aEF} (aEA). 
This makes the filter space @9X the reflection of X to the subcategory of Top in 
question, with reflection maps 
x-t @DX, x6(x)={UE?3XlxEU}. 
For T,-spaces, this map is an embedding, and it is interesting to note that, apart 
from the presence of the improper filter in @OX, this has been identified elsewhere 
as the ‘universal strict extension’ of X [l]. An important additional aspect of these 
results is that the second type of spaces involved, the sober spaces X with stably con- 
tinuous 9X, are exactly the injective T,-spaces, that is, the spaces given by con- 
tinuous lattices with their Scott topology [4]. 
We close with the following: 
Proposition 11. Frm has only trivial ordinary projectives. 
Proof. It has to be shown that any ordinary projective L E Frm is isomorphic to 2. 
Since such L are also projective, hence a retract of DL, and therefore spatial, this 
will follow if we prove there exists only one homomorphism L +2. For any 
r, [ : L -+ 2 let then h : L --f 2 x 2 be the combined homomorphism (5, [). Further, let 
k : 3 -+ 2 x 2 be the homomorphism taking the middle element m of 3 to (0, l), and 
note this is an epimorphism in Frm by the uniqueness of complements in distributive 
lattices. Finally, take any frame homomorphism f : L --t 3 such that kf = h, by pro- 
jectivity. Now, for any x E L, f(x) 5 m implies kf(x) 5 (0,l) and hence r(x) = 0. 
Therefore, if r(x) = 1 then f(x) = e so that c(x) = 1. This shows that <I [, and by 
symmetry we have c=<, as desired. 0 
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